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Day Trip To Luxor from Cairo By Flight

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every Day 8 Hours 4:30 AM

 Luxor day tour from Cairo by flight. Fly to Luxor from Cairo to see Luxor’s best sites in one day. Visit
Karnak Temples,Luxor temple, The valley of Kings, and The Temple of Queen Hatshepsut with a
Private tour guide.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Pick up services from your hotel in
Cairo and return
Flight tickets( Cairo- Luxor) ( Luxor-
Cairo)
All transfers by a private air-
conditioned vehicle
Private English Egyptologist guide
Bottled water on board the vehicle
during the tour
Lunch meal at local restaurant in
Cairo
Shopping tours in luxor
All Service charges & taxes
Entrance fees to all the mentioned
sites

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping

Itinerary:

 Luxor day tour from Cairo by flight. Fly to Luxor from Cairo to see Luxor’s best sites in one
day. Visit Karnak Temples, Luxor temple, The valley of Kings, and The Temple of Queen
Hatshepsut with a Private tour guide.
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 Days Table

First Day :Luxor Day Tour From Cairo Program

Marsaalamtours Tours representative will pick you up from your
hotel in Cairo to Cairo airport. Visit Luxor on a day tour from Cairo.
Take the early flight to Luxor. It takes 1 hour to fly to Luxor. Upon
arrival at Luxor, you will be met by our representative, then Enjoy a
day tour in Luxor, Start with a visit to the Karnak Temple;

Karnak temples:

The Temple of Karnak is the largest ancient religious site known
anywhere in the world, No site in Egypt is more impressive than
Karnak. It is the largest temple complex ever built by man. It
represents the combined achievement of many generations of
ancient builders and Pharaohs. The Temple of Karnak is actually
three main temples situated on 247 acres of land.

Lunch in Egyptian restaurant Luxor -authentic delicious Egyptian
food.

You will cross the Nile to visit some of the most spectacular
highlights of Luxor's fabled West Bank during which you will
explore with your own private tour guide Visit the Valley of the
Kings. You will visit 3 Tombs.

Valley of the Kings:

The final resting place of Egypt’s rulers from the 18th to the 20th
dynasty, it is home to tombs including the great Pharaoh Ramses
II and boy Pharaoh Tutankhamun. The tombs were well stocked
with all the material goods a ruler might need in the next world.
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Most of the decoration inside the tombs is still well preserved.
If you wish to visit the Tomb of the Young Pharaoh
Tutankhamun.  just tell your guide and he will take you but this will
cost you extra.

The Colossi of Memnon:
Colossi of Memnon are two massive stone statues of King
Amenhotep III are the only remains of a complete mortuary
temple. The statues are made from blocks of quartzite sandstone
which existed in Cairo and then moved 700 KM to Luxor, The two
statues are Known as the Colossi of Memnon, Rising about 18 M
from the plain, They are the remains of what was once the largest
complex on the west bank, Built by Amenhotep the Third. At
around noon you will have lunch in a local restaurant in Luxor,
Then Visit The Temple of Karnak -the largest ancient religious site
known anywhere in the world :

Temple of Queen Hatshepsut

The Queen Hatshepsut temple is an Important Theban religious
and funerary site on the west bank of the Nile, opposite Luxor,
comprising temples and tombs dating from the early Middle
Kingdom to the Ptolemaic period. The site consists of a deep bay
in the Nebhepetra (Mentuhotep II).

Luxor Temple:
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Largely built by the New Kingdom Pharaoh Amenhotep the Third
and Completed by King Tutankhamon and the Great King Ramses
the Second, The First pylon was raised by Ramses the Second
and Decorated  with His Military Battle of Kadesh

After an amazing day in Luxor, you will be transferred to Luxor
airport, Fly to Cairo back and you will be transferred to your hotel
in Cairo
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Price:

  ($) 320 

  ( €) 304  

  (£) 284  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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